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Abstract. Magnetosheath is a transition layer be-

tween the solar wind and the magnetosphere and may 

contribute to the geoeffectiveness of various large-scale 

interplanetary phenomena. In this paper, we examine 

the dynamics of the turbulent fluctuation spectra behind 

the bow shock during undisturbed solar wind and when 

interplanetary coronal mass ejections and corotation 

interaction regions interact with the magnetosphere. The 

study is based on statistical analysis of the turbulence 
features inside the magnetosheath at different distances 

from the bow shock. We demonstrate that the turbu-

lence features change when plasma crosses the bow 

shock for the solar wind of all types and they usually 

recover when plasma moves away from the bow shock. 

However, peculiarities in the turbulence development 

occur during interplanetary coronal mass ejections. 

Moreover, during disturbed solar wind there are rela-

tions between the turbulence features at the sub-ion 

scales and background plasma parameters such as plas-

ma parameter β, the angle θBN between the interplane-

tary magnetic field and the local bow shock normal, 

solar wind bulk velocity, and the distance to the magne-

tosheath boundaries. 

Keywords: solar wind, magnetosheath, turbulence, 
space plasma. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Geoeffectiveness of large-scale phenomena such as 

interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs), com-

pression regions in front of them (sheaths), as well as 

coroting interaction regions (CIRs) has been repeatedly 

demonstrated by experimental statistical studies [Yer-

molaev et al., 2015]. A number of studies have pointed 

out the special role of sheaths and CIRs in the response 

of the magnetosphere and ionosphere [Yermolaev et al., 

2015; Barkhatov et al., 2019, 2001]. Solar wind (SW) 

plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) do 

not, however, directly affect the magnetosphere — they 

first pass through the bow (near-Earth) shock wave (BS) 

and the transition region behind it, the magnetosheath 

(MSH). Experimental data shows that a high level of 

variations in all MSH parameters whose source is en-

hanced wave activity [Schwartz, 1996; Lacombe, Bel-

mont, 1995] and the occurrence of small-scale processes 

can lead to a significant modification of SW plasma and 

magnetic structures [Rakhmanova et al., 2016]. This 

MSH effect may be important for the analysis of solar-

terrestrial relations despite the fact that experimental 

studies of features of the development of turbulent fluc-

tuations in MSH under various SW phenomena have 

been carried out quite rarely (see the review [Rakh-

manova et al., 2023]). 

The totality of plasma processes occurring in a wide 

range of scales can be considered as a cascade of turbu-
lent fluctuations, i.e. fluctuation power distribution over 

scales. Analysis of the turbulent fluctuation spectrum 
makes it possible to study features of the development 

of the turbulent cascade, including plasma processes on 
different scales, and compare them under different con-

ditions. In SW plasma and MSH, the turbulent fluctua-
tion spectrum is generally power-law between the char-

acteristic plasma scales on which the spectrum breaks, 
and each spectral region features a specific power expo-

nent. The type of the processes occurring in each of the 
scale ranges is described and physically justified in 

[Schekochihin et al., 2009; Kiyani et al., 2015]. It is 
now believed that on scales over ~106 km, which are 

comparable to the interplanetary phenomena such as 
ICMEs or processes on the Sun, energy is pumped into 

the system and, according to experimental data, the 
spectrum has a –1 power exponent (slope). At scales 

smaller than the gyroradius and/or the proton inertial 
length (also known as kinetic scales), the system's ener-

gy begins to be transferred to particles and turns into 
heat, and the spectrum exhibits a slope from –2.9 to –

2.33 according to various theoretical predictions and 
experimental descriptions. In space plasma, these scale 

ranges (energy pumping and its dissipation) differ by 
several orders of magnitude and the so-called inertial 

cascade region is formed between them, where the sys-
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tem's energy is transferred from larger to small scales 
according to the universal law independent of the ener-

gy source and methods of its dissipation. This scale 
range, also known as magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 

scales, features spectra with an exponent of –5/3 (the so-
called Kolmogorov spectrum). Spectra with such expo-

nents are often observed under quiet conditions in plasma 
for fluctuations in the magnetic field [Borovsky, 2012], 

as well as for fluctuations in the ion flux\plasma density 
[Chen et al., 2013; Riazantseva et al., 2015]. In the ap-

proximation of isotropy of fluctuations, turbulence spec-
tra in magnetized plasma are described in [Iroshnikov, 

1963; Kraichnan, 1965] in which the spectrum on MHD 
scales k–3/2. This has been confirmed by experimental 

data [Borovsky, 2012]. Yet, the assumption of plasma 
isotropy does not find empirical support in most situa-

tions in SW. Taking anisotropy into account [Goldreich, 
Spridar, 1995] made it possible to describe scaling, most 

often observed in experiments; however, in this work 

plasma is assumed to be incompressible, which does not 
fully correspond to measurements either.  

In recent years, some experimental studies have 
shown that the cascade of fluctuations can extend to 

electron scales. It is supposed that between ion and 

electron scales a small-scale (electron) inertial region 

of cascade is formed and dissipation occurs on electron 

scales (see [Alexandrova et al., 2009; Huang et al., 

2014] and discussion in [Alexandrova et al., 2013]). 

To date, the cascade of fluctuations on electron scales 

has been investigated relatively rarely due to the lack 

of available experimental data on near-Earth plasma 

with an adequate sampling rate and low noise. Turbu-

lence in SW has been studied extensively for several 
decades (see reviews [Bruno, Carbone, 2013; Alexan-

drova et al., 2013]).  

Peculiarities of the development of turbulence be-

hind BS have been observed for a long time, in particu-

lar in experiments on radio translucence of the disturbed 

subsolar MSH region [Barkhatov et al., 2001]. Full-

scale satellite studies became possible later with the 

advent of a sufficient number of spacecraft in this re-

gion. The formation of a cascade of turbulent fluctua-

tions in MSH is significantly affected by the boundaries 

(magnetopause and BS) that can destroy relations in the 

cascade [Huang et al., 2017; Sahraoui et al., 2020] or set 
a preferential direction for the development of the cas-

cade [Sahraoui et al., 2006]. Moreover, it has been re-

peatedly noted that MSH plasma features a compression 

component of variations as opposed to the Alfvén 

(mostly) turbulence in undisturbed SW [Huang et al., 

2017]. Local, albeit multipoint, studies of turbulent 

plasma have been more often performed in the MSH, 

using data from spacecraft such as Cluster [Sahraoui et 

al., 2006; Alexandrova et al., 2006, 2008; Yordanova et 

al., 2008] and MMS [Bandyopadhyay et al., 2020; 

Chen, Boldyrev, 2017; Macek et al., 2018; Roberts et 
al., 2019; Yordanova et al., 2020]. The distribution of 

spectral characteristics of turbulent fluctuations in MSH 

has begun to be studied fairly recently [Huang et al., 

2017; Rakhmanova et al., 2018a; Rakhmanova et al., 

2018b; Li et al., 2020]. Statistical analysis indicates that 

the turbulent cascade evolves when plasma enters MSH 

and propagates to flanks and magnetopause. For exam-

ple, in dayside MSH there is no Kolmogorov scaling on 

MHD scales for magnetic field fluctuations (incom-
pressible component), whereas when plasma approaches 

flanks, spectra with the Kolmogorov slope of –5/3 are 

recorded [Huang et al., 2017]. On MSH flanks for ion 

flux fluctuations (i.e., for the compressible component), 

it is shown that the Kolmogorov scaling on MHD scales 

is generally characteristic of regions near the magneto-

pause, and deviations from it are observed near BS 

[Rakhmanova et al., 2018b]. On kinetic scales, statisti-

cal studies demonstrate a flattening of the magnetic field 

fluctuation spectra during propagation from BS to the 

magnetopause [Huang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020] and 

from the subsolar region to flanks [Huang et al., 2017]. 
For ion flux fluctuations, the spectrum slope on kinetic 

scales was also shown to change on average from –3.2 

to –2.8 when moving away from BS and approaching 

the magnetopause. Statistical analysis has not revealed 

unambiguous links between turbulence characteristics in 

MSH and plasma and magnetic field parameters in SW 

[Li et al., 2020; Rakhmanova et al., 2020a].  

In-depth analysis of individual events has revealed 
that not in all cases there is a deviation from the Kol-

mogorov scaling behind BS [Rakhmanova et al., 2019]. 
Preliminary statistical analysis carried out in the above 

work has shown that the Kolmogorov scaling directly 
behind BS is most often observed for periods of quiet 

SW, whereas the most significant deviation of the spec-
tra from the Kolmogorov type on MHD scales occurs 

during the appearance of sheaths before ICMEs. Further 
comparison of different experimental data presented in 

the literature [Rakhmanova et al., 2021] has indicated 
that the presence or absence of Kolmogorov scaling is 

most likely determined by BS properties (significant 

differences in the development of turbulence behind 
quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular BS) and by large-

scale properties of incoming SW. Note that in SW for 
ICMEs and sheaths in front of them there is a difference 

in characteristics between fluctuation spectra on kinetic 
scales: on average, for disturbed SW streams the spectra 

are steeper (with average slopes of –3.15 for sheaths and 
–3.0 for ICMEs) than for undisturbed SW (with an av-

erage slope of –2.8) [Riazantseva et al., 2020], which 
may also lead to differences between turbulence charac-

teristics in MSH.  
Study of the evolution of turbulent fluctuation spec-

tra in MSH based on multipoint measurements has re-
vealed that the development of turbulence behind BS is 

different under quiet and disturbed SW conditions 
[Rakhmanova et al., 2020b, 2022]. In particular, it was 

shown that for disturbed SW, characterized by a high 
degree of plasma compression such as sheaths in front 

of ICMEs or in front of high-speed streams from coro-
nal holes (CIR), plasma propagation to flanks is accom-

panied by increased compression fluctuations on kinetic 
scales, whereas this is not observed for quiet SW and 

ICMEs. 
Nonetheless, the multipoint analysis based on exper-

imental data does not provide sufficiently extensive and 
evenly distributed statistics in space due to the difficulty 

in selecting data from various spacecraft and specifics 
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of their orbits. In this paper, to verify the effect of SW 

type on the dynamics of turbulent fluctuation spectrum 
behind BS, we perform a statistical analysis of meas-

urements from one satellite in MSH, taking into account 
the type of incoming SW and position relative to 

boundaries. The analysis is based on data from the 
Themis mission satellites for 2008 and 2014. We com-

pare turbulence characteristics in dayside MSH and on 
flanks for SW of various types and examine the differ-

ence between dependences of these characteristics on 
some plasma and magnetic field parameters in both SW 

and MSH, as well as on the position of the satellite rela-
tive to MSH boundaries. 

 

1. DATA AND ANALYSIS METHOD 

We have used measurements from five Themis satel-

lites [Angelopoulos, 2008] for 2008 and 2014. These 

periods coincided with solar minimum and maximum 

respectively, and were chosen to ensure the maximum 

variety of conditions in incoming SW. Moreover, in 

2008 the Themis satellites were generally in dayside 

MSH or on the near flank (XGSE>–10 RE), whereas in 

2014 two of the five satellites were in the Moon's orbit 

and crossed MSH on the far flanks (XGSE~–50 RE), 

which also provided coverage of various MSH regions. 

To assess SW conditions, we employed plasma meas-
urements with the SWE (Solar Wind Experiment) in-

strument [Ogilvie et al., 1995] and measurements with 

the MFI (Magnetic Field Investigation) magnetometer 

[Lepping et al., 1995] on the WIND satellite at the La-

grange point L1. 

The Themis satellites' orbits in 2008 were arranged so 

that all five satellites crossed MSH in different regions 

with XGSE>–10RE during the year. In 2014, two satellites 

(Themis-B and Themis-C) crossed MSH in the tail 

(XGSE~–50RE), whereas the remaining satellites entered 

MSH in its dayside. The satellites' orbits during different 
time periods are described in detail on the mission's web-

site [https://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/orbits]. In this paper, 

we focus on the distribution of turbulence characteristics 

in different MSH regions; therefore, for periods when 

the satellites simultaneously crossed MSH at small 

(~1RE) distances from each other we take data from 

only one satellite. This approach allows us to avoid an 

artificial increase in statistics. 

For the analysis, we have selected all data intervals 

when the satellite was in MSH for at least 1.5 hrs and at 

the same time magnetic field measurements with FGM 
(Fluxgate Magnetometer) [Auster et al., 2008] at 0.25 s 

temporal resolution were available. For each of the in-

tervals, we estimated the plasma propagation time be-

tween the WIND satellite at the Lagrange point L1 and 

the corresponding Themis satellite. To do this, at the 

first stage the shift T0 was determined as the ratio of the 

distance between the satellites along the Sun—Earth 

line and the SW speed average over the interval. At the 

second stage, we calculated the correlation coefficient 

between the plasma density measured on both satellites 

and reduced to a time grid with the same temporal reso-

lution for time shifts ranging from –40 to +40 min rela-
tive to the shift T0. The shift corresponding to the max-

imum correlation coefficient was taken for further anal-

ysis. At the third stage, we manually analyzed all the 

intervals in view of the shift, and in the cases when the 

cross-correlation analysis did not give adequate results 

we corrected the shift according to the visual coinci-

dence of plasma structures recorded by the two satellites 

during the period of interest. The obtained intervals 
lasted from 1.5 to 11 hrs, ~600 hrs in total. 

Each of the obtained intervals was divided into sub-

intervals with 68 min duration, which is a compromise 

between quasi-stationarity of the flux in a subinterval 

and the number of measurement points required for fur-

ther spectral analysis. In this case, the step between two 

subsequent subintervals was taken equal to half the sub-

interval length, i.e. 34 min, so that when dividing a long 

interval into subintervals we could take into account the 

information related to the subintervals' boundaries. We 

have obtained 1087 subintervals and for each of them 

have determined plasma and magnetic field parameters 
at the measurement point in MSH, as well as SW plas-

ma and magnetic field parameters derived from satellite 

data at L1 with allowance for plasma propagation time.  

For each subinterval, we found the angle θBN be-

tween IMF and the normal to BS at the point of plasma 

entry into MSH. The method for finding the angle is 

based on tracing the measurement point in MSH to BS 

along the flow line, determined by the Spreiter model 

[Spreiter et al., 1966], and on using WIND data as an 

SW monitor; the method is detailed in [Shevyrev et al., 

2003]. The angle θBN is known as an important parame-

ter controlling the level of fluctuations and small-scale 

dynamics in MSH [Greenstadt, 1972; Shevyrev et al., 

2003]. In this paper, in order to avoid the influence of 

this parameter on the results, we deal only with the 

events corresponding to MSH behind quasi-

perpendicular BS (θBN>45°), 866 in total. 

For each subinterval, we determined the distance 

from the measurement point in MSH to the boundaries 

(magnetopause and shock wave), which is characterized 

by D from 0 (corresponds to the magnetopause) to 1 

(corresponds to BS). The given distance is defined by 

predicting the position of the magnetopause [Shue et al., 

1998] and BS [Verigin et al., 2001] depending on SW 

parameters for each subinterval.  

For all the subintervals considered, we have deter-

mined SW types from the catalog compiled by Yermo-

laev et al. [2009] [http://www.iki.rssi.ru/pub/omni]. The 

following SW types have been identified: slow (33 % of 

cases), fast (16 %), heliospheric current sheet (8 %), 

ejecta-type ICMEs (14 %), magnetic clouds (MC, 3 %), 

sheaths in front of them (1 %), and corotating interac-

tion regions (13 %). In 12 % of cases, the beginning and 

end of the event corresponded to different SW types and 

it was impossible to uniquely identify the SW type for 

the subinterval. Since slow, fast SW, and the heliospheric 

current sheet belong to quiet quasi-stationary SW 

streams and no difference between characteristics of the 

turbulent fluctuation spectra for these types has been 

previously observed [Riazantseva et al., 2020], in this 

work we classify them into the common type of undis-

turbed SW. Figure 1 indicates the location of observa-

https://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/orbits
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tion points in MSH. The magnetopause and BS are 

shown schematically; the location of the points outside 

the depicted region does not mean that the satellite is 

located outside MSH for a particular event, but it is re-

lated to the dynamics of MSH boundaries when SW 

parameters change. Color depicts events related to the 

selected SW types. Vertical dashed lines denote the di-

vision of statistics into dayside MSH and flank, dis-

cussed below. It can be seen that despite the extensive 

statistics the number of sheath-type subintervals is small 

and such events were observed only on the MSH flank. For 

this reason, we omitted the sheath events from statistical 

analysis. Magnetic clouds were examined together with 

ejecta events in the general group related to ICMEs. 

 

Figure 1. Location of satellites for the events of interest. 
Color denotes solar wind types; vertical dashed lines indicate 
the division of statistics into dayside MSH and flank  

 
Note that when studying the turbulent cascade on the 

basis of experimental data, it is impossible to obtain ener-

gy distribution on spatial scales at each instant of time 

since satellite measurements are carried out in time. In 

this case, the Taylor hypothesis is generally applied [Tay-
lor, 1938]. According to this hypothesis, it is possible to 

unambiguously linearly link time and spatial scales if the 

plasma velocity significantly exceeds the wave mode 

propagation velocity in plasma, which is almost always 

the case in SW and often outside the MSH subsolar re-

gion. Based on theoretical descriptions and simulation, 
Klein et al. [2014] have shown that when the ratio of the 

plasma bulk speed to the Alfvén speed exceeds 0.3, the 

use of the Taylor hypothesis does not lead to changes in 

the spectrum shape during transition from spatial to tem-

poral scales. In this paper, we exclude the events (~4 %) 

that do not meet this criterion from consideration. 

Besides the limitations on plasma velocity, the Tay-

lor hypothesis is inapplicable to whistler turbulence 

since whistlers have a high velocity comparable to the 

flow velocity. Studies show, however, that whistlers are 

relatively rare in MSH plasma and on scales smaller 

than those considered in this paper [Vörös et al., 2019; 
Lacombe et al., 2014]. It is, therefore, further assumed 

that the Taylor hypothesis is applicable to all the select-

ed events.  

Fourier analysis of fluctuations in the magnetic field 

magnitude was carried out for each of the subintervals 

(events) considered. Spectra were obtained using the 

discrete Fourier transform. The frequency range of in-

terest was then divided into 100 parts on a logarithmic 

frequency scale, for each we calculated the average 

power spectral density and smoothed it with a running 

average by nine points. This procedure provided a spec-
trum suitable for approximation, while preserving its 

characteristic features. Next, an automated procedure 

was made for selecting linear parts of the spectrum and 

approximating them with power functions, which was 

then verified manually. All spectra with ambiguous ap-

proximation (~15 %) were eliminated from consideration.  

Figure 2, a–c displays density, velocity modulus and 

components, as well as magnetic field magnitude and 

components in MSH for August 28, 2008 from Themis-D 

measurements. The subinterval used for the frequency 

spectrum analysis is highlighted in gray. Panel d shows 

the magnetic field magnitude fluctuation spectrum for the 
given subinterval and its approximation. In this event, 

two frequency ranges are well traced in the spectrum, 

in which the spectrum can be approximated by power  

 

Figure 2. August 28, 2008 event: plasma density (a); plasma velocity modulus and components in MSH (b); magnetic field magni-
tude and components (c); spectrum of magnetic field magnitude fluctuations (d) for the interval highlighted on panels a–c 
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functions with exponents (slopes) P1=–1.75±0.07 and 

P2=–2.68±0.17. The spectrum slope on MHD scales is 

close to the Kolmogorov one (–5/3), which is usually 

observed in MSH when plasma moves away from BS 

and from the subsolar region. After the break, on ki-

netic scales the spectrum slope is close to –8/3, which 

is in agreement with some theoretical descriptions 

[Boldyrev, Perez, 2012]. Figure 2 exhibits characteris-

tic plasma frequencies on ion scales: proton gyrofre-

quency Fc; the frequency FR=V/(2π R) defined by the 

Larmor radius R=VT/ωs, where VT is the thermal veloc-

ity of particles, ωc=2π Fc; the frequency due to the 

proton inertial length FL=V/(2πL), where L=c/ω p, ωp is 

the proton plasma frequency. The spectrum break is 

seen to occur at frequencies close to the characteristic 

plasma frequencies, as has been repeatedly shown in 

experimental studies [Chen et al., 2014; Safránková et 

al., 2015]. Yet, in this work we do not calculate the 

exact spectrum break frequency since it is impossible 

to reliably determine it for most cases owing to the 

presence of some features (peaks, plateaus) in the 

spectra in dayside MSH. 

Figure 3, as in Figure 2, gives an example of Themis-C 

measurements made on October 14, 2008. In this case, 

the spectrum features a wide peak at frequencies corre-

sponding to the transition from MHD to kinetic scales. 

The automated approximation procedure enabled 

us to find the frequency at which a peak appears in the 

spectrum and to make an approximation for the fre-

quency range below the peak, eliminating its effect on 

the measured spectrum slope. At the same time, a de-

crease in the number of points causes approximation 

errors to increase. The approximation is not performed 

if the number of points in the resulting range is less 

than 25. The presence of a peak in spectra leads to the 

fact that reliable approximation on MHD scales cannot 

be made for all events: in ~50 % of cases, the approx-

imation is impossible. For these cases, the approxima-

tion is carried out only on kinetic scales. In this exam-

ple, the spectrum slope on MHD and kinetic scales 

P1=–1.1±0.1 and P2=–2.9±0.2 respectively, which is 

often observed in dayside MSH [Huang et al., 2017]. 

2. RESULTS 

2.1. Statistical analysis 

In order to examine the difference between turbulence 

characteristics in dayside MSH and on flanks, it is neces-

sary to determine which region in MSH can be attributed 
to the flanks as applied to the statistics obtained. Figure 4 

shows slopes of spectra as function of XGSE. Each point 

corresponds to interval average XGSE with a width of 10 

RE; errors in determining the average in these intervals 

are indicated as errors; the numbers next to the points 

indicate the number of events for each interval. It is 

clearly seen that there are two XGSE ranges within which 

the slopes vary insignificantly: (15÷–10)RE and (–25÷-

55)RE. Thus, turbulence characteristics change, on aver-

age, in the coordinate range XGSE=(–10÷–25)RE, and two 

sample subsets with coordinate ranges (15÷–10)RE and 

(–25÷–55)RE can be considered separately as dayside 
MSH and flank regions (see below). 

Figure 5, a illustrates the distribution of spectrum 
slopes on MHD scales for a subsolar region (red) and 
for flanks (green) for all the events without separation 
by SW type. It is clearly seen that in the subsolar region 
the spectrum slopes differ significantly from Kolmogo-
rov ones and are close to –1 on MHD scales. At the 
same time, on kinetic scales a slope averages –2.9. This 
result is consistent with the results of statistical analysis for 
magnetic field fluctuation spectra [Huang et al., 2017]. 

On MSH flanks, properties of the fluctuation spectra 
change significantly. Slopes on MHD scales have an aver-
age value of –1.5, which is closer to –5/3 typical of the 
Kolmogorov scaling, but does not fully correspond to it. 
Note that a number of theoretical descriptions of turbu-
lence [Iroshnikov, 1963; Kraichnan, 1965] suggest that a 
spectrum slope is –3/2 on MHD scales. Nonetheless, 
due to the fact that these theories have not been con-
firmed during decades of experimental research in SW 
(see discussion [Schekochihin et al., 2009]), there is no 
reason to assume their applicability to MSH flanks. On 
kinetic scales, the spectra become significantly flatter, 
with an average slope of –2.1, which is close to –7/3 
predicted by a number of turbulence development theo-
ries [Schekochihin et al., 2009]. 

 

Figure 3. October 14, 2008 event: designations are the same as in Figure 2 
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Figure 4. Averaged spectrum slopes as function of XGSE 
on MHD (black) and kinetic (red) scales  

 

Figure 5. Distribution of spectrum slopes on MHD (a) and 
kinetic (b) scales in dayside MSH (red) and on flanks (green) 

No statistical studies have previously been con-

ducted on changes in characteristics of fluctuation 

spectra in MSH at a distance from the subsolar region 

to –60 RE. In [Huang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020], for 

all the cases considered XGSE exceeded –10 RE. Huang 

et al. [2017] have, however, also observed a tendency 
for the Kolmogorov spectrum shape to recover with 

distance from the subsolar region of MSH, and the data 

presented in the work indicates a simultaneous flatten-

ing of spectra on kinetic scales, although the authors 

do not consider this fact as a conclusion. Thus, the 

statistical material of this work is consistent with the 

previous results presented in the literature, obtained 

from data from various spacecraft. 

As follows from Figure 1, in the statistical sample 

under study in dayside MSH and on flanks there are 

events related to three SW types: undisturbed (including 
slow and fast quasi-stationary flows), ICME, and CIR. 

For these SW types, average slopes in both selected 

MSH regions were analyzed. The results are presented 

in Figure 6: red symbols are average slopes for dayside 

MSH; blue ones, for the flank on MHD and kinetic 

scales. Vertical segments indicate errors in determining 

the average; numbers of corresponding colors next to  

 

Figure 6. Average spectrum slopes in dayside MSH (red) 
and on a flank (blue) 

the symbols denote the number of events estimated. 

Figure 6 shows that the dynamics of characteristics 
of turbulent fluctuation spectra (see Figure 5) is typical, 

on average, for all the three SW types considered. There 
are, however, some special features in each of them. 

In dayside MSH on MHD scales, a significant devia-
tion of the spectra from the Kolmogorov scaling is ob-

served for all the SW types. At the same time, the spec-
tra become steeper on the flanks, the slope approaches –

5/3. The spectrum type close to the Kolmogorov one on 
the flanks is, nonetheless, typical only for CIR events. 

On kinetic scales, all the SW types are different: 

spectra on the flanks are flatter than in dayside MSH. In 
this case, in dayside MSH the slopes for undisturbed 

SW and CIR are close to –2.8 as predicted in a number 
of theoretical and model works [Howes et al., 2011] and 

observed in undisturbed SW [Kiyani et al., 2009; Chen 
et al., 2010]. For ICMEs, spectra on kinetic scales are 

steeper with an average value of –3.On MSH flanks for 
undisturbed SW and for CIRs, the spectrum slope on 

kinetic scales becomes close to –7/3 as predicted by the 
theories of kinetic Alfvén wave turbulence [Sche-

kochihin et al., 2009]. For ICMEs, the spectra, however, 
become even flatter with slopes averaging –1.9, which 

differs from the slopes predicted earlier in theoretical 
descriptions. 

Thus, the development of a turbulent cascade dur-
ing plasma propagation from dayside MSH to its 

flanks is similar for all the SW types of interest, yet for 
the events related to ICMEs there are more significant 

differences between turbulence characteristics in day-
side MSH and on its flanks. 

2.2. Dayside magnetosheath 

A number of previous studies have shown that MSH 

turbulence characteristics depend on the distance to MSH 

boundaries [Gutynska et al., 2009; Rakhmanova et al., 

2018b; Li et al., 2020], the MSH plasma density [Rakh-

manova et al., 2022], the SW plasma velocity [Gutynska et 

al., 2009], and the angle between velocity and magnetic 

field vectors in MSH [Rakhmanova et al., 2022]. In this 

paper, we have analyzed the dependences of spectrum 

slopes on both MHD and kinetic scales on the density, 

velocity, magnetic field magnitude, plasma parameter βp 
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(the ratio of plasma proton thermal pressure to magnetic 

pressure), the angle between magnetic field and velocity 

vectors in SW and MS, the angle θBN, and the distance to 

MSH boundaries for the three SW types identified above. 

For the slope on the MHD scale, we failed to identi-

fy any dependence on the above parameters for any of 

the SW types considered. Figure 7 indicates that the 
slopes P2 on kinetic scales in dayside MSH depend on 

the plasma parameter βp, the magnetic field magnitude 

in MSH, the relative distance D to MSH boundaries, the 

SW bulk speed, and the angle θBN for three SW types: 

undisturbed (black), ICME (red), and CIR (blue). De-

spite the wide variations in parameter values, in some 

cases the dependences are clearly seen. For clarity, lines 

indicate the average slope for equal ranges of parameter 

values; vertical lines denote standard deviations for the 

selected range of parameter values. All dependences are 

shown for which the correlation coefficient exceeds 0.5 

in modulus for at least one SW type. Correlation coeffi-

cients are highlighted in corresponding colors for each 

SW type. For the other parameters considered, the cor-

relation coefficient did not exceed 0.5. 

Values of the parameters considered vary in wide 

ranges for each of the three SW types. At the same time, 

for undisturbed SW no connection was found between 

spectral characteristics and any parameter. From Figure 
7 we can deduce that there are features in the formation 

of a turbulent cascade in MSH for disturbed SW types. 

There are pronounced dependences of P2 on βp for 

ICME and CIR: the steepest spectra in dayside MSH are 

observed for low βp characteristic of regions with a 

strong magnetic field. In this case, for ICME there is an 

explicit dependence of P2 on the magnetic field magni-

tude, which is most likely to determine the observed 

dependence on βp. Yet, for CIRs the dependence on the 

magnetic field magnitude is weak (the correlation coef-

ficient is –0.28), and there is no dependence on plasma 

density and temperature. 

 

Figure 7. Spectrum slopes P2 on kinetic scales in dayside MSH as function of plasma parameter βp (a), magnetic field mag-

nitude (b), relative distance D to MSH boundaries (c), SW plasma velocity (d), angle θBN (d) 
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For both ICME and CIR, a shortening of the spec-

trum is observed when plasma comes closer to the mag-

netopause (with a decrease in D). For ICME in dayside 

MSH, the steepest spectra occur when the SW velocity 

decreases, whereas for velocities higher than 500 km/s 

the slopes are close to –7/3. A similar tendency is seen 

for CIRs, but it is less pronounced. Spectra also become 

steeper with an increase in θBN for the events related to 

ICMEs. There is no such dependence for quiet SW and 

for CIRs.  

Note that plasma and magnetic field characteristics 

can often be interrelated. Obviously, the plasma pa-

rameter βp and the magnetic field magnitude are related 

by definition. For the ICME statistics considered, higher 

βp in MSH is observed at high βp in SW, which, in turn, 

occurs at a high plasma velocity during ICME. On aver-

age, as follows from [Yermolaev et al., 2015], ejecta-

type ICMEs, which are not preceded by sheath and in-

terplanetary shock wave, exhibit lower velocities and 

lower values of βp, whereas ICMEs, which are preceded 

by sheaths, are accompanied by high velocities and βp. 

In this paper, ejecta-type ICMEs make up most of the 

ICME statistics, but there was no selection based on the 

presence of sheath in front of them. Thus, the SW veloc-

ity during ICME and the βp parameter in the statistics 

considered are interrelated. Moreover, for the ICME 

statistics under study a relationship has been found be-

tween D and βp: with increasing βp, D increases. This is 

most likely to be due to the BS dynamics under the im-

pact of ICME: with increasing plasma pressure (i.e., with 

increasing βp), the magnetosphere, including the bounda-

ry layers, is more compressed and a satellite is closer to 

BS, located in the same coordinates. Thus, the depend-

ences of P2 on βp, magnetic field magnitude, SW veloci-

ty, and D are interrelated for ICMEs. At the same time, 

no significant relationship was found between θBN and 

each of the above parameters, which suggests that the 

dependence of P2 on this parameter is independent. For 

CIR-type SW, a relationship was found between βp and 

D, which can also be explained by the above arguments. 

Thus, for CIR periods we have obtained the dependence 

of P2 on two parameters indirectly related to each other. 

2.3. Flank 

Similarly to dayside MSH, we have analyzed the de-

pendences of spectrum slopes for the three SW types on 

a number of parameters for the events on the flank. 

For the spectrum slope on MHD scales, we failed to 

identify dependences in the same way as in dayside 

MSH. Figure 8 illustrates these dependences of P2 on 

βp, MSH magnetic field magnitude, distance to MSH 

boundaries D, and SW velocity. Correlation coefficients 

for each set of points are highlighted in the correspond-

ing color. Note that the number of events on the flank is 

significantly smaller than in dayside MSH; therefore, 

the ranges of plasma and magnetic field parameters are 

narrower than in Figure 7. Furthermore, due to the 

smaller number of events, the number of points in Fig-

ure 7 allows us to trace dependences without averaging, 

that is why they are omitted in this case. 

According to Figure 8, a, there is a relationship be-

tween P2 and the plasma parameter βp for ICME: the high-

er is βp, the steeper are the spectra on the flank, which is 

opposite to the dependence in dayside MSH. The range of 

βp values considered is, however, very narrow, and the 

statistics includes only 12 points owing to the lack of plas-

ma measurements for some events. At the same time, Fig-
ure 8, b shows that for ICME there are steeper spectra with 

an increase in the magnetic field magnitude, which is 

consistent with the dependence shown in panel a. In this 

case, the number of points is larger than in the βp de-

pendence since magnetic field measurements are availa-

ble for all the events. Note that the dependences on 

magnetic field strength and βp are opposite to those ob-

served in dayside MSH.  

For CIR periods, the dependence of P2 on βp is ab-

sent on the flank, unlike the clear dependence in dayside 

MSH. Figure 8, b indicates that for these events there is 

a relationship between the slope on kinetic scales and 
the magnetic field magnitude: the stronger the magnetic 

field, the steeper the spectra on the flank, which was not 

observed in dayside MSH. The obtained dependence on 

the magnetic field strength for CIR is opposite to the 

similar dependence for ICME.  

According to Figure 8, b, during CIR-type SW there 

is a relationship between P2 and the distance to MSH 

boundaries: steeper spectra are observed near the mag-

netopause. A similar dependence was found in dayside 

MSH for both CIRs and ICMEs, but on the flank it is 

observed only for CIRs. 
Figure 8, d shows that for ICME periods there is a 

dependence of P2 on SW velocity, and it is opposite to 

that observed in dayside MSH: the flattest spectra corre-

spond to lower velocities. For CIRs, the correlation co-

efficient is –0.61, yet the range of SW velocity values 

for the events considered is narrow and does not suggest 

the presence of an unambiguous dependence. 

The analysis has revealed that there is no relationship 

between the magnetic field magnitude, SW velocity and 

the parameter D for all the SW types, i.e. both patterns 

presented for the CIR type in Figure 8 can be considered 
independent. 

 

3. DISCUSSION 

The statistical analysis of properties of turbulent 

fluctuation spectra in various MSH regions behind qua-

si-perpendicular BS for SW of different types allowed 

us to identify some features of the dynamics of the tur-
bulent cascade behind BS. 

On average, spectra with slopes close to –1 on MHD 

scales are observed in dayside MSH. This is consistent 

with the results [Huang et al., 2017] obtained from other 

satellite data. At the same time there is, on average, no 

difference between slopes on MHD scales for undis-

turbed SW, ICMEs, and CIRs. Moreover, the spectrum 

slope does not depend on plasma and magnetic field 

parameters, θBN, the distance to MSH boundaries, the 

mutual direction of magnetic field and velocity vectors. 

Thus, the properties of the turbulent cascade compressible 

component in dayside MSH are likely to be determined 
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Figure 8. Spectrum slope P2 on kinetic scales on MSH flanks as function of MSH magnetic field magnitude (a), distance to 
MSH boundaries (b), and SW velocity (c) 

 

mined by processes in BS, i.e. redistribution of energy 

in the cascade and violation of the condition of devel-

oped turbulence when plasma crosses BS. Hence the 

conditions observed in dayside MSH differ from predic-
tions of the theories of developed turbulence [Goldreich, 

Sridar, 1995; Iroshnikov, 1963; Kraichnan et al., 1965] 

and are more consistent with the assumption that there 

is no inertial region of cascade and energy dissipation 

without cascade transmission. Moreover, for all the 

three SW types considered, this process occurs in the 

same way. Rakhmanova et al. [2020b] have suggested 

that Kolmogorov spectra near BS are characteristic only 

for undisturbed SW. Yet, in this work, the statistics con-

cerned MSH regions located far from the subsolar re-

gion and ignored the slope change on MHD scales dur-

ing plasma propagation along XGSE. 
On kinetic scales, there is a difference between the 

processes occurring in dayside MSH during periods of 

undisturbed SW and ICME. On average, ICME peri-

ods are characterized by steeper spectra with an expo-

nent of –3 than for undisturbed SW and for CIR (with 

an exponent of –2.8). At the same time, as shown in 

[Riazantseva et al., 2020], in ICME-type SW itself the 

spectra on kinetic scales have an average slope of –3, 

whereas undisturbed SW exhibits a slope of –2.8. The 

difference between the slopes on kinetic scales in day-

side MSH is probably due to the difference between 
turbulence characteristics in large-scale phenomena in 

SW. The processes on kinetic scales for ICME periods 

are controlled by the plasma parameter βp (namely, the 

magnetic field strength), the SW velocity, θ BN, and the 

distance to MSH boundaries: the greatest steeping of 

spectra occurs at low SW velocities at βp 1 (high 
magnetic field strengths), θBN close to 90°, as well as 

near the magnetopause.  

Disturbed SW (ICME, CIR) features variations in 

IMF direction, which leads to an increase in the IMF 

component tangential to BS. Under such conditions, the 

magnetic field strengthens behind BS, which can cause 

turbulence to weaken [Barkhatov et al., 2001]. The rela-

tionship between turbulence characteristics and the 

magnetic field strength we have demonstrated in this 

work can be produced by this effect.  

It is worth noting that a characteristic feature of 

MSH behind quasi-perpendicular BS is a significant 

temperature anisotropy that generates wave processes, 

and the process type depends on βp: at βp <1, Alfvén 

ion cyclotron waves develop; at βp >5, mainly mirror 

mode waves occur which are compression fluctuations 

[Schwartz, 1996]. This may explain the βp dependence 

of the slope on kinetic scales for periods of disturbed 

SW: at low βp, the compressible fluctuation component 

is suppressed and spectra are steeper than those for 

high βp, at which there are additional compression 

fluctuations due to mirror mode waves in the cascade. 

For quiet SW periods, processes on kinetic scales are 

mainly determined by other factors.  
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In addition to βp and θBN, there is also a relationship 

between the spectrum slope in dayside MSH during 

ICME periods and the SW plasma velocity: the slower 
is the plasma stream, the steeper is the spectrum on ki-

netic scales. At the same time, for velocities around 300 

km/s, the spectra in MSH have slopes of about –3.5, 

which is significantly less than described in theories, 

even taking into account additional factors such as in-

termittency and Landau damping [Alexandrova et al., 

2013], and then usually observed in undisturbed SW 

[Chen et al., 2013]. For fast SW with speeds higher than 

500 km/s, spectrum slopes are close to –7/3 and –8/3 

predicted by theories [Schekochihin et al., 2009; 

Boldyrev, Perez, 2012]. Thus, when ICME arrives with 

a slow plasma stream, the spectrum shape on kinetic 
scales is close to that observed in SW and described by 

the theories of Alfvén wave turbulence, taking into ac-

count such factors as, for example, Landau damping 

[Howes et al., 2011] or the contribution of the compres-

sion component of fluctuations [Alexandrova et al., 

2007], whereas at high velocities of incoming plasma 

turbulent fluctuation spectrum properties conform to the 

theoretical descriptions for the developed turbulence of 

kinetic Alfvén waves [Schekochihin et al., 2009]. Note 

that for the CIR-related events slopes on kinetic scales 

in dayside MSH are also linked to βp. With equal values 
of βp, the spectra on kinetic scales are, however, steeper 

during ICME periods on average. Besides, only for 

ICME there is a connection between characteristics of 

spectra and θBN, which determines BS properties. These 

dependences may mean that during ICME periods BS 

can contribute to the development of turbulence not 

only on MHD, but also on kinetic scales, contrary to 

what was previously assumed [Huang et al., 2017].  

Unlike undisturbed SW, ICMEs and CIRs are charac-

terized by steeping of spectra on kinetic scales when mov-

ing away from BS and approaching the magnetopause. A 

similar steeping was observed for plasma density and ve-

locity fluctuations in dayside MSH, but it was not detected 

for magnetic field vector fluctuations [Huang et al., 2017; 

Li et al., 2020]. Thus, there is a difference in the effect of 

MSH boundaries on compressible and incompressible 

components of the cascade. 

Note that for ICME the dependences were obtained 
from the parameters physically related to each other: 

SW velocity, βp, and D, which makes it difficult to un-

ambiguously interpret these dependences. 

On MSH flanks, there is a steeping of spectra on 

MHD scales. At the same time, for undisturbed SW the 

slope of the spectra varies, on average, from –1 to –1.3; 

for ICMEs, from –0.9 to –1.1; for CIRs, from –1.2 to –

1.6. Thus, there is a tendency for the Kolmogorov scal-

ing to recover when plasma moves away from dayside 

MSH. This recovery is likely due to the nonlinear inter-

actions between fluctuations and the development of a 

new turbulent cascade when plasma moves away from 
BS. Nonetheless, this recovery occurs in different ways 

for different SW types, which is probably determined by 

the difference in the amount of additional energy sup-

plied to the cascade in BS. The complete recovery of the 

Kolmogorov scaling at distances around XGSE=–60 RE 

occurs only for CIR-type events characterized by a high 

degree of plasma compression. At the same time, on 

MHD scales there is no dependence of slopes on any 
primary plasma and magnetic field parameters, as well 

as on the distance to MSH boundaries, βp, and θBN. 

Thus, the development of a cascade on MHD scales is 

determined only by the distance traveled from the MSH 

subsolar region, and plasma belonging to different SW 

types requires different time to restore the conditions 

necessary for the development of a turbulent cascade. 

Reconstruction of the Kolmogorov scaling, i.e. the 

transition to developed turbulence, has been repeatedly 

observed during plasma propagation to flanks [Huang et 

al., 2017; Rakhmanova et al., 2022]. Previous studies 

have not, however, considered at what distance from the 
subsolar region such a transition occurs. According to 

the results of our statistical analysis, restoration of the 

Kolmogorov spectral type begins, on average, at dis-

tances XGSE from –10 RE to –25 RE. Nonetheless, as 

mentioned above, this transition probably occurs differ-

ently for different SW types and requires a more sophis-

ticated treatment. 

On kinetic scales on MSH flanks for undisturbed SW 

and CIRs, usually there are spectra with a slope of –7/3, 

often described in theoretical works. For ICMEs, the 

spectrum slope is, however, significantly lower in modu-
lus and averages –1.9. Thus, during periods of ICME 

interaction with the magnetosphere, additional compres-

sion fluctuations on sub-ion scales develop during plasma 

propagation from dayside MSH to the flanks.  

For the CIR-related events on kinetic scales, the spec-

trum slope on the flanks, as well as in dayside MSH, is 

determined by the distance to the magnetopause: the steep-

est spectra are recorded near the magnetopause. During 

ICME, such dependence is not observed on the flanks. 

Thus, the presence of the magnetopause makes a signifi-

cant contribution to the formation of the compressible 

component of the turbulent cascade during CIR periods. 
Steeping of spectra during CIR periods on the flanks 

also occurs with an increase in the magnetic field mag-

nitude, not observed in dayside MSH. At the same time, 

unlike dayside MSH, there is no dependence on βp. 

Thus, for CIR events characterized by a high degree of 

compression, the contribution of different factors to the 

formation of the cascade changes as plasma moves 

away from dayside MSH. 

For ICME on the flanks, in contrast to dayside MSH, 

spectra become steeper when the magnetic field magni-

tude decreases. In statistics there is, however, a rather 
limited range of values of the magnetic field magnitude 

for ICME-type events on the flank, so the dependence 

mentioned for ICME may be an artificial effect associ-

ated with sampling. 

There is a relationship between processes on kinetic 

scales on the MSH flank for disturbed SW conditions 

with the SW plasma velocity: for both ICME and CIR, 

the spectra become steeper as the SW plasma velocity 

increases. In dayside MSH, this dependence was inverse 

for ICME and was weak (0.43 correlation coefficient) 

for CIR periods. At the same time, for ICME, as the 

plasma velocity increases both in dayside MSH and on 
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flanks, spectrum slopes become closer to theoretical 

predictions. Thus, if a disturbance in SW is accompa-

nied by low plasma velocities, turbulence properties are 

probably determined by processes in BS, whereas for 

high SW velocities turbulence characteristics are condi-

tioned by local processes in plasma and "do not feel" the 

presence of BS. 
 

4. RESULTS 

The results we have obtained can be summarized as 
follows. 

1. The absence of the Kolmogorov spectrum in the 
dayside magnetosheath results only from BS properties 
and processes in it for all the SW types considered.  

2. Further development of the turbulent cascade on 
MHD scales when plasma moves away from dayside 
MSH is defined only by the distance traveled, while 
different SW types require different distances for the 
development of turbulence and recovery of the Kolmo-
gorov scaling; on average, a return to previous condi-
tions of the developed turbulence becomes observable at 
distances –10 RE<XGSE<–25 RE. 

3. For undisturbed SW, there is no connection between 
the slopes on kinetic scales and the parameters of surround-
ing plasma both in dayside MSH and on the flanks; on 
average, the slope varies from –2.8±0.3 to –2.3±0.3 when 
plasma moves away from the subsolar region.  

4. During ICMEs, spectra steeper than for other SW 
types with an average slope –3±0.5 are observed on kinetic 
scales in dayside MSH, and the steepest spectra (with 
slopes less than –4) exist at βp≤1 (associated with a high 
magnetic field value) and with an increase in θBN up to 90°; 
at the same time, when plasma propagates to flanks, there 
are flatter spectra with P2~–1.9±0.2, which is not typical of 
other SW types; the flattest spectra take place during peri-
ods of slow SW against the background of ICME. 

5. During the interaction of CIRs with the magneto-

sphere in dayside MSH, there are spectra with average 

slopes –2.8±0.3 on kinetic scales, and they increase in 
modulus as the spectrum approaches the magnetopause 

and the plasma parameter βp decreases; when plasma 

propagates to flanks, the slope changes on average to –

2.4±0.5, meanwhile depending on the distance to the 

magnetopause. 

Thus, for the first time through statistical analysis 

we have demonstrated a difference in the development 

of turbulence in boundary layers of Earth's magneto-

sphere for large-scale phenomena of the interplanetary 

medium characterized by different geoeffectiveness, 

which may suggests that the magnetosheath turbulence 
contributes to the geoeffectiveness of the events in the 

solar wind. 
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